A violin by Ch. J.B. Collin-Mezin,
Paris 1893
RKT-1272

$16,000

Labeled: “Ch.J.B.COLLIN-MEZIN, Luthier a Paris, Rue du Faubg & Poissoniere, No. 10”
The label is initialed and hand-dated 1893. It is also signed by the maker on the inside of the back.
Repairs: There are a few minor cracks in the front which have been well repaired. There has been an invisible repair done to
the button of the back and the centre joint has been repaired. The ribs have been shortened in the lower bout at the bass-side
corner. The neck has been re-set and the fittings are new.
Condition: This instrument is in very good restored condition.
Comments: This is a particularly striking violin by the celebrated French maker and comes from his mature period. The figure
of the maple is particularly attractive and highlighted by a transparent golden varnish. The tone of this violin is quite loud and
penetrating in keeping with the maker’s reputation. A Hill registration number, “W512” can be seen on the end of the
fingerboard. This would have been catalogued by William E. Hill & Sons in the late 1960’s.

- from the Universal Dictionary of Violin and Bow Makers by William Henley

A violin by Ch. J.B. Collin-Mezin,
Paris 1893
RKT-1272

A violin by Charles J.B. Collin-Mezin, labeled:

$16,000

“Ch.J.B.COLLIN-MEZIN,
Luthier a Paris,
Rue du Faubg & Poissoniere, No.10”

The label is initialed and hand-dated 1893. It is also signed by the maker on the inside of the back.
Description: This instrument has a two-piece maple back showing beautiful medium figure descending from the
centre joint. The sides and neck are of matching material. The front is of two pieces of spruce showing fine grain
becoming broader towards the edges. The fittings are of rosewood. The varnish is of a very light orange-brown
over a yellow ground and is in good condition with minor re-touching. There are repaired cracks in the front at the
upper eye of the bass sound hole and the lower eye of the treble sound hole. There is an invisible repair to the
button of the back and the centre back joint has been repaired. The ribs have been shortened in the lower bout at
the bass-side corner. The neck has been re-set and the fittings are new.
Back measurements:
Length: 358 mm.

Upper bout: 162 mm.

Middle bout: 114 mm.

Lower bout: 201 mm.

This instrument is in very good condition. It is registered in our records as RKT-1272.
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